The wake dynamics behind a finite span, cantilevered NACA0015 airfoil was explored experimentally using flow visualization and Stereo Particle Image Velocimetry (SPIV). Two aspect ratio wings (AR = 2 and 6) were tested at a chord-based Reynolds number of 600, angles of attacks of 12 • and 22 • , and sweep angles of 0 • and 30 • . The experiments were conducted at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's low speed closed return water tunnel. From the flow visualization studies it was observed that the spanwise velocity component plays a major role in the flow field as dye lines were seen to be pulled along the span for both sweep cases. The effect of the interaction of the wall boundary layer with the airfoil (resulting in a neckless vortex at the airfoil's root) and the presence of the wing tip vortex is pronounced across the span, especially for aspect ratio of 2. In the swept case, vortex shedding, due to flow separation, was significantly reduced due to the presence of sweep. The reduction in separation severity was also quantified using wake measurements via SPIV. It was also observed that for the swept wings, the strength of the tip vortex was reduced substantially due to the pronounced outboard spanwise velocity component. Preliminary comparison with numerical simulations showed very good agreement with more to follow. Future studies will involve changes in boundary conditions, sweep angles, aspect ratios, as well as higher Reynolds numbers. 
I. Nomenclature
AR
II. Introduction
U aerial vehicles (UAVs) are becoming popular as they are able to perform missions without the need for a pilot on board therefore reducing risk of harm to a person, as well as reducing payload weight. These vehicles can experience flow separation on different portions of the vehicle (which is inherently three dimensional) during their operation. Therefore, it is important to understand the parameters that affect flow separation on low aspect ratio three-dimensional configurations, which can then be mitigated using flow control. If separation can be mitigated or prevented, it should result in an increase in aerodynamic performance.
Most of the body of work in literature dealt with two dimension separation, assuming that the third dimension was negligible. Recent studies have shown however, that separation involves all three components and must be studied as such if the phenomenon of separation is to be truly understood. One particular study that highlights this was conducted by Weihs and Katz [1] who showed that under certain conditions, cellular shaped structures (i.e., stall cells) would appear on rectangular infinite wings. The number of structures formed would be dependent on geometry, specifically aspect ratio. These structures are a result of three-dimensional separation even though their study was performed on a presumably 2-D airfoil where the third dimension was assumed to be small or non-existent, indicating the need to include the third dimension in studies. Dell'Orso et. al. [2] showed experimentally at Reynolds numbers of O (10 5 -10 6 ) what conditions would result in the formation of these structures. Similarly, Rodríguez and Theofilis [3] observed stall cells a Re=200 on a 2D NACA0012airfoil and associated them with linear global amplification of the stationary 3D mode discovered by Theofilis et al. [4] . However, subsequent modal and non-modal primary and Floquet secondary instability analyses by He et al. [5] showed that that stationary 3D mode is more amplified than the 3D Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability only at small spanwise periodicity lengths Lz (concretely, at β =
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) mode is the dominant global flow instability, a result that holds at all three airfoils examined, independently of thickness and camber, and all angles of attack. The implication is that the wake behind stalled airfoils at low Reynolds numbers first becomes unsteady due to linear amplification of the KH mode, followed by 3D secondary instability, as had been predicted in the direct numerical simulations of Brehm and Fasel [6] . He et al. [5] went on to document the secondary instability of the time-periodic flow against three-dimensional perturbations and found that stalled airfoils may become three-dimensionally unstable against both small (β ≈ 3) and large (β ≈ 11) wavenumbers up to the highest Reynolds number values examined, Re = 600. The footprint of large wavenumber three-dimensional instability on the suction side of the wing surface is reminiscent of stall-cells, the physical origin of which is different to that reported in the earlier analyses
In multiple other studies, it was observed that aspect ratio plays the most important role in regards to three-dimensional separation. Taira and Colonius [7] showed numerically, using Large Eddy Simulation, that the topology of the flow was most affected by the aspect ratio and other geometrical conditions. For a given aspect ratio and angle of attack, changing the Reynolds number resulted in a similar flow topology even at various orders of magnitude. While investigating geometry, Cosyn and Vierendeels [8] showed that at low aspect ratios, the flow is dominated by the tip vortex. As the aspect ratio is increased, there is a stronger influence from the bound vortex with an induced velocity about mid-span. They also showed that above the stall angle the tip vortex would diffuse into the flow as the separated flow is sucked into the tip vortex.
Another geometric influence on the flow is the end conditions of the wing. Using flow visualization, Thompson [9] showed that the effects on the flow near the tip region would vary based on the shape of the tip (i.e., square, rounded, and bevelled) with the most complicated being the square edge with multiple sets of vortices forming due to the boundary layer formed at the edge of the airfoil. On the other edges, multiple vortices would also form but there would not be as many compared to the square edge.
Adding sweep would influence the location of flow separation (Greenblatt and Washburn [10] ). They showed that separation will occur near the tip of the wing, as compared to an unswept wing where stall would occur more inboard. The motivation for their study was to show that one needs to understand where separation occurs on 3-D configurations to optimize the location where flow control devices need to be placed.
Perhaps the reason why the study of three-dimensional separation has been eluded for so long is due to the lack of a proper definition for the phenomenon. In an annual review by Delery [11] , the claim was that the typical definition of flow separation was done by the use of separation and reattachment points, separation bubbles, etc., which only holds in a two dimensional sense but is inappropriate from a three dimensional perspective. A more accurate way of describing three-dimensional separation involves the consideration of skin friction lines, critical points, separation lines, and surfaces.
From the studies above, along with many others, it is clear that geometry plays an important role in the development of flow separation, especially in a three-dimensional sense with three components of velocity play a major role. In the present paper, flow visualization and SPIV were used on multiple geometric configurations, having a NACA0015 profile, to explore flow structures that are present in the wake. Comparison with computational and stability analysis will be done on select cases to cross-validate the results [12] [13] which will eventually lead to the advancement of knowledge of three-dimensional separation. With this knowledge, the eventual goal is to optimally implement flow control devices onto vehicles to enhance their performance under various flight conditions.
III. Experimental Setup
The wake behind finite span, cantilevered NACA0015 airfoils with aspect ratios of AR = 2 and 6, angle of attacks of α = 12 • and 22 • , and sweep angles of Λ = 0 • and 30 • was explored experimentally at a fixed chord-based Reynolds number of Re c = 600. The experiments were conducted at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Center for Flow Physics and Control closed-return water tunnel. The length of the test section is 552.5 mm with a cross section of 152.4 mm by 308 mm. Honeycomb and screens were installed upstream of the contraction to reduce the turbulent intensity and to allow for a uniform flow in the test section. The tunnel operates by two 2 hp water pumps, which are controlled by variable frequency drivers.
The first set of experiments involved using flow visualization with fluorescent dye injected upstream of the model using metal tubing each with a diameter of 1.27 mm spaced evenly apart and fed by a custom-made air pressure system. A simple diagram of this setup can be seen in Figure 1 . The number of dye lines would vary based on the configuration. Each metal tubing was connected to a dye canister via plastic tubing. A proportional valve was used to individually control the dye flow rate into the test section. This was done to ensure that the dye did not affect the flow. The fluorescent dye was excited under UV light to visualize the flow, which was capture by a Basler aviator avA1000-100gc camera with a 500 nm long pass filter on the lens to block excess light.
Fig. 1 Diagram of dye injected upstream of the airfoil.
A large parametric flow visualization study was conducted on twelve different airfoil models to explore the effect that geometry has on the flow [14] however, in this paper only select cases of relevance to this current study were chosen and were compared with the SPIV data. The airfoils were made out of anodized aluminum to prevent rust and corrosion, as well as to minimize the reflection when SPIV was used. A NACA0015 airfoil was chosen for the testing due to the vast amount of previous literature available on this airfoil shape. The chord of the airfoil was kept constant at c = 38.1mm and a span of either b = 76.2 mm or 228.6 mm, with corresponding aspect ratios of AR = 2 and 6, respectively. Note that the chord was based on the length parallel to the flow direction and the span was the distance from the root of the airfoil, which is at the top wall of the water tunnel, to the tip of the airfoil. A simple diagram of the coordinate system and geometry can be seen in Figure 2 . The positive x direction (U velocity) is in the chordwise direction, the positive y direction (V velocity) is into the page, and the negative z direction (W velocity) is towards the tip of the airfoil.
Fig. 2 Coordinate system and geometry definition. Flow is from left to right.
The unswept and swept airfoil models have slightly different mounting setups due to geometric constraints. However, both had a rod inserted in it that was connected to an A2K absolute encoder, having an accuracy of ±0.1 • . The encoder was placed above the water tunnel ceiling to ensure that the electronics would not get damaged in case the tunnel leaked. The angle of attack of the airfoil was changed manually by a handle.
In the second set of experiments, SPIV measurements were conducted on the unswept and swept airfoils of AR = 2 at angles of attack of 12 • and 22 • at a fixed chord Reynolds number of 600. The two angles were chosen for this study to show the differences in separation and wake structures for shallow and deep stall conditions.
The flow field was captured using a LaVision system, consisted of a dual Nd:YAG laser with a maximum output of 120 mJ/pulse and two 2 Megapixel ImagerPro X CCD cameras. These cameras had a resolution of 1600 x 1200 pixels, a maximum frame rate of 30 Hz, and an intensity resolution of 14 bit. 35 mm camera lenses were chosen to achieve sufficient spatial resolution of the flow field. Scheimpflugs were attached between the cameras and the lenses to improve the quality of focus due to the non-normal locations of the camera relative to the laser plane. The cameras had an angle of about 25 • between them and the laser sheet was emitted through the tunnel floor using a 45 • angle mirror to reflect upwards into the water tunnel.
Multiple streamwise planes (1 mm apart along the cross flow direction) were captured with the number of planes varying based on the angle of attack and sweep (smallest number of planes was about 30 and the largest number of planes was about 80). At each plane, 500 image pairs were collected to ensure the convergence of the mean flow and the RMS. Schematics of the measurement planes of how the flow fields were captured can be seen in Figure 3 . For the swept cases, the laser sheet was parallel to the trailing edge of the model, and the cameras were mounted perpendicular to the mean flow. This is indicated by the red box in the figure. 
IV. Results and Discussion

A. Flow Visualization Studies
The first set of experiments were flow visualization studies on airfoils with two sweep angles, two aspect ratios, and two angles of attack at a fixed Reynolds number of 600. This is a subset of a more detailed study that was done to explore the effects of these parameters on the wake. A more complete study can be found in [14] . Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate select cases. Flow goes from left to right in all images and dye is injected into the free-stream far upstream of the model by the use of a rake controlled by an air-pressurized system. The black rectangle is the airfoil as seen from the spanwise and streamwise direction with the suction side shown. Figure 4 shows the flow visualization for aspect ratio of 2 at two angles of attack and two sweep angles, all at a chord Reynolds number of 600. Figures 4a and b are the unswept cases and figures 4c and d present the 30 • sweep case with the first one of each set being 12 • and the second one being 22 • . A few things can be observed from these images. Starting with the unswept case, there are three regions: near the root, which is associated with the neckless vortex due to the interaction of the wall boundary layer with the airfoil; the tip region, associated with the tip vortex; and the wake region along the span in between the first two regions. At an angle of attack of 12 • (figure 4a), the flow can be seen as quasi-steady as there is no significant shedding or distinct structures in the wake. The wake, immediately downstream of the airfoil, is quasi 2D, and farther downstream three dimensionalities arise due to the increased influence of the wall and tip regions. At the higher angle of attack,the separation is more pronounced and the wake is three dimensional immediately downstream of the trailing edge due to a stronger interaction of the root and tip regions with the massively separated flow over the airfoil.
Observing the swept case, the wake is much different. In both angles of attack of 12 • and 22 • , the wake is tilted towards the tip due to the sweep. This is clearly seen at the angle of attack of 22 • case as the dye line near the root is seen to be pulled almost parallel to the trailing edge of the airfoil indicating a large spanwise velocity component. This is less apparent at the lower angle of attack case even though the effect is still present, showing the three dimensionality of the flow. At the angle of attack of 22 • , the dye is seen to be pulled past the tip indicating the possibility that the tip vortex is weak compared to its unswept counterpart, which will be quantified in the SPIV results later on in this paper. Increasing aspect ratio to AR = 6, the effect of the sweep angle can be more clearly seen as shown in Figure 5 . Starting with the unswept case (figures 5a and c), the three regions along the wake's span are more clearly seen here, where the effect from the ends (i.e., the root and tip) are significantly reduced. The shedding in the wake is clearly seen at the angle of attack of 22 • . For the swept configuration (figures 5b and d), the wake at this aspect ratio is similar to the corresponding smaller aspect ratio case in the sense that there is a clear spanwise component with the dye line from the root region again almost parallel to the trailing edge due to the spanwise velocity component. This velocity component, however seems to lose strength around mid-span as the dye line is oriented with the free stream in the lower part of the airfoil towards the tip. This might be due to the inboard induced spanwise velocity component associated with the tip vortex. It is noteworthy that no apparent shedding is observed in the swept cases as compared to the unswept ones where clear periodic structures are seen in the wake of the airfoil. Lack of shedding indicates that the effect of the sweep is reduction (or lack of) separated flow over the airfoil. 
B. Select SPIV results
For this paper, the models with sweep angles of 0 • and 30 • with aspect ratio of 2 were analyzed using SPIV at angles of attack of 12 • and 22 • . The three components of velocity (U, V, and W) will be shown at three downstream distances from the trailing edge (0c, c, 2c). For the unswept case, the 'zero' point is defined along the trailing edge and for the swept case, the zero point is at tip's trailing edge. In each of the images, all components of velocity are normalized by the free-stream velocity U ∞ . Note that in the figures below the limits of the U/U i n f t y, V/U ∞ , and W/U ∞ components are -1.0 to 1.0, -0.4 to 0.4, and -0.2 to 0.2, respectively. In each of the images, the flow is going from bottom left to upper right and the axes are normalized by the chord of the airfoil. The model root (i.e., at the wall) is at the upper left of the images and the model tip is at the bottom right. Positive velocity is colored by red and negative velocity is colored in blue with regions nearing zero colored white. The black shape in each image is the airfoil at the respective sweep angle. Figure 6 presents a comparison of the wake flow fields between the unswept and swept models having an aspect ratio of 2 and at a Reynolds number of 600. Starting with the unswept cases, a few things are observed. At angle of attack of 12 • (Figure 6a ), mild separation is observed in the wake with a small region of reversed flow. The separation is localized and non-uniform along the span due to the presence of both the neckless vortex (due to the wing-wall junction) near the root and the tip vortex. As the flow progresses downstream, the area of reversed flow disappeared, concluding that at this angle of attack, the separation is mild and it is contained in the very near wake region. As can be seen from the distribution of the U velocity, the distribution exhibits an undulation along the span wake with regions of velocity deficit near the tip and near the wall. Note that the magnitude of these velocity deficits increase as the angle of attack is increased to 22 • (Figure 6d ). This deficit strongly indicates the presence of both the neckless and the tip vortices at their respective locations. In the center region of the wake, upwash dominates (positive normal velocity relative to the chord; Figure 6b ), whereas the wake regions near the root and tip are dominated by downwash (negative V). Interestingly, at the tip, there are two concentrations of negative velocity. As the flow progresses downstream, positive normal velocity develops in between these concentrations, indicating the potential of a two-vortex system. One of the these vortices is from the tip and the other one is believed to be caused from the boundary layer across the face of tip as was also observed by [9] in his flow visualization studies. Note that the flow visualizations conducted in this present work, two vortical structures near the tip can be observed particularly, at the lower aspect ratio case, indicating that there is some coupling effect from the wall (i.e., the airfoil's root), wake, and tip. For the aspect ratio of 6, the dual vortex system is not seen due to the reduced interaction between the three flow regions. The distribution of the spanwise velocity component (Figure 6c ) is dominated by negative velocity (i.e., outboard flow towards the tip) due to the induced velocity by the neckless vortex but at the tip, there is a region of positive velocity corresponding to the induced velocity by the tip vortex, pushing the flow inboard towards the wall.
Comparing the higher angle of attack of 22 • (U/U ∞ , V/U ∞ , and W/U ∞ in Figures 6d, e, and f, respectively) , there are some similarities with the lower angle of attack case with the overall shape of the distributions remaining somewhat the same with an increase in magnitude in each of the components. For the U velocity, the reversed flow is more pronounced and carries farther downstream. The spanwise undulation in the wake is seen to be pronounced with the V/U ∞ and W/U ∞ components increasing in intensity.
Increasing the sweep to 30 • results in a vastly different wake compared to the unswept airfoil. Starting with the streamwise velocity velocity of both angle of attack of 12 • and 22 • (Figures 6g and j, respectively) , the wake is seen to be more uniform across the span of the airfoil with a an elongated low velocity region across the span, except near the wall, where the deficit region is larger due to the neckless vortex. This is less at the higher angle of attack case in which the wake is more three dimensional. At the lower angle of attack, there is a lack of a region of deficit near the tip of the airfoil suggesting that the tip vortex is very weak. As the angle of attack is increased to 22 • (6j), a region of velocity deficit is clearly seen, suggesting the present of a tip vortex.
Figures 6h and k present the planes of normal velocity, V/U ∞ , for the two angles of attack. As can be seen, at α = 12 • the three wake region are clearly present, where near both ends there are regions of upwash flow, and in between there are region of upwash and downwash above and below the airfoil. Note that as downstream distance increases, the region of upwash, along the mid-span, is absent and this spanwise extent is governed by downwash, as expected from a lift-generating airfoil. This is apparent for both angle of attacks however, for the higher angle of attack of 22° (Figure 6k ) it appears that the mid-span upwash extends farther downstream due to the larger separation. Near the tip, the distribution of the normal velocity exhibit a concentration of downwash (in addition to the regions of upwash), suggesting the presence of a tip vortex.
Lastly, the distribution of the spanwise velocity in the wake is discussed and presented in Figures 6i and l. At both angles of attack, the flow is mostly negative (i.e., in the outboard direction towards the tip). The magnitude of the spanwise velocity increases as the angle of attack increases however, regions of positive spanwise velocity are also present, especially near the tip region, again suggesting the presence of a tip vortex. 
C. Cross-Validation between Experiments and Numerical Simulations
The work presented in this paper is experimental however, this is a collaborative research of three groups: experimental thrust at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, numerical thrust at Florida State University, and stability analysis thrust at University of Liverpool. The following section is preliminary cross-validation among the three groups. It is noteworthy that there are two more papers in the proceedings, one focuses on the numerical simulation, and one on the stability analysis. The validation was done for the following case: a sweep angle of Λ = 0°, an aspect ratio of AR = 6, Reynolds number of Re c = 600, and an angle of attack of α = 22°for the comparison with the numerical group, and the same case but at an angle of attack of α =20°for the stability group. Figures 7a-c show the experimental results, Figures  7d-f present the numerical results, and Figures 7g-i show the results from the stability group. The numerical group at Florida State used an incompressible flow solver, Cliff (CharLES package) developed by Cascade Technologies [15] , [16] to simulate the flow numerically and the stability analysis group at University of Liverpool used nektar + + [17] and nek5000 [18] open source codes to obtain their base flow results before performing the stability analysis. In both the numerical studies, the wall at the wing root is represented as a symmetry line (i.e., slip condition at the wall, and thus the neckless vortex is not present), and therefore, differences were expected as was shown by Levold [19] . For that reason, the comparison between the two sets of results is limited to the tip region only, where the effect of the wall is expected to be small.
Starting with the streamwise velocity component (Figures 7a,d ,and g), the color contours of the experimental data and the numerical predictions are very similar at each of the locations downstream of the airfoil. Some differences start arising farther from the tip, which is most likely from the effect of the root (where the boundary condition is different between the experiments and the CFD) demonstrating the extent the effect of the root on the entire airfoil. Looking at the contours of the crossflow velocity component (Figures 7(b,e, and h) ) reveals that, for the most part, the experimental data and the numerical results are still similar to one another however, there are differences throughout the span presented, especially in the magnitudes. This suggests that the V velocity is probably most affected by the wall-airfoil neckless vortex. For the experimental data, outboard of the tip, there is a region of positive velocity, then negative, and then again positive velocity, corresponding to the tip vortex, as discussed above. In the computational results, the distribution of the crossflow velocity is associated with larger magnitudes near the tip, suggesting that the tip vortex is stronger. Finally, the color contours of the spanwise velocity component, presented in Figures 7c,f, and i, are very similar between the experiments and simulations at all three streamwise locations. Regardless of the slight differences, the computational and the experimental results are similar. Due to the differences in boundary conditions, this led to the motivation for the experimental group to remove the wall boundary condition by having the airfoil placed in the middle of the tunnel such that the ends are free. This work is ongoing and will be reported in future papers however, preliminary comparison of the experimental results and the CFD work done by [7] has shown good agreement. 
V. Conclusion
The wake behind NACA0015 finite span, cantilevered airfoils was observed using flow visualization and SPIV at sweep angles of 0 • and 30 • , two aspect ratios of AR = 2 and 6, two angle of attacks of α = 12 • and 22 • , and at Re c = 600 to explore three-dimensional flow separation by looking at the wake structures. From these experiments, it can easily be observed how geometry can greatly influence the wake behind the airfoils. For all cases, three regions were observed in the wake from the flow visualization and the current SPIV results, as well as previous experiments [14] : a tip region, a wake region, and a wall region. At AR = 2, these regions overlap and interact with one another, whereas at AR 6, the influence of the airfoil's ends is much smaller, where the end effects are mostly localized to their respective regions.
Introducing sweep to the geometry results in a significantly different flow field in the wake. The most noticeable difference is the addition of spanwise velocity component due to the sweep, resulting in flow outboard along the span. The outboard spanwise velocity led to a reduction of the tip vortex strength compared to the unswept case. The swept cases appear to have small region of reverse flow, indicating the reduction of separation. This was seen both qualitatively and quantitatively. It is noteworthy that preliminary comparison between the experimental data and numerical simulations showed very good agreement.
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